Modern science communication has emerged over the last 60 years as a field of study, a body of practice and a profession. This period has seen the birth of interactive science centres, the first university courses to teach the theory and practice of science communication, the first university departments conducting research into science communication, and a sharp growth in employment of science communicators by research institutions, universities, museums, science centres and industry. This chapter charts the emergence of modern science communication in Australia, against an international background.
Attitudes to science changed over time
In Australia, as in overseas countries, the love affair went through phases: fascination at the machines of war; awe mixed with revulsion at the atomic bomb; and wonder and optimism at Sputnik in the 1950s. Moon landings, the home computer and kidney dialysis added to the excitement.
But concerns at the power of science began to emerge in the 1960s, with Rachel Carson's Silent Spring in 1962 and news of the devastating effects of napalm and Agent Orange in the Vietnam War. The potential of new science-based technologies to place downward pressure on employment was a potent political issue: the mechanisation of wharves, the effect of computers in banking and office work. In subsequent decades, concerns were raised as science pushed up against ethical boundaries. GM tomatoes, Dolly the Sheep, nanotechnology and stem cell research fuelled public suspicion: was science out of control?
Stephen Hill charts the path of science through this period in The Future for Sale [Hill, 1993] . Science was a source of "international prestige and emancipation" in the 1960s but that soured in the 1970s when people saw the potential downside. There was "a shift in public consciousness towards disenchantment with science's intrinsic promise."
The arguments of Vannevar Bush for unfettered scientific research as the source of economic growth were questioned. Memories of the contribution of science to the war effort were fading in the face of post-war concerns: generating jobs, restoring damaged societies, kick-starting the economy and finding environmental solutions. There was a public relations challenge, as well as a demand for science to be more effectively organised and mobilised to produce solutions.
The public relations challenge was complicated by bureaucratic demands that scientists restrict discussion of their results.
The first restriction was military. Scientists generally considered themselves internationalists and wanted to exchange ideas freely with their peers, but military secrets (such as radar and the atomic bomb) were regarded as vital to national security. The most prominent scientist in Australia before and after the war was David Rivett, head of the national research organisation the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). He viewed any limitations on pure and fundamental inquiry and the free exchange of ideas as "the demise of the ethos of science".
In an address to students of Canberra University College, he exhorted them to be "unrestricted, passionate and fearless" and to maintain the tradition of pure and fundamental inquiry" [Rouse, 2002, p. 166] . This position was not popular with some politicians and Rivett was attacked in the Australian Parliament for his stance. Scientists were not always regarded as 'reliable'.
The second restriction was on who set the research agenda, with implications for communication. In pre-war Australia, politicians had been content to allow scientists to make decisions about science. But post-war governments had growing expectations of public benefit: job creation and problem solving. They were not willing to hand over a blank cheque, and wanted a voice in setting research priorities and directing science.
Governments were willing to invest more public money in scientific research, and rapidly increased the number of scientists they employed. In the 1930s, Australia had five universities and about 800 scientists: post-war, these numbers expanded rapidly. CSIR's staff levels and budget increased six-fold in the decade from 1938 [Rouse, 2002, p. 166] . The increase in science expenditure created new demands on communication: for accountability, for awareness, and for education so the population could take advantage of new opportunities.
The third restriction was commercial. Research was of growing importance to the financial success of companies and nations, so should scientists be allowed to make their results freely available? Commercial considerations and the national advantage should be taken into account.
There was another factor affecting communication. Research was shifting into unfamiliar territory. Before the war, most research related to agriculture, important to Australia's agriculture-based economy and familiar to its citizens: diseases and pests affecting animals and plants, food, forest products and fuel [Rivett, 1972, p. 88] . To governments and the Australian public, these choices were logical. But in the years after 1945 other less familiar research areas emerged: computers, aeronautics, electronics, antibiotics. Science was increasingly outside the everyday experience of Australians, and the comprehension gap between scientists and the rest of the population grew.
Three broad groups had an interest in science communication:
-Governments, to justify increased expenditure on science, because lack of public support potentially posed political risks.
-Research organisations and scientists, to explain the benefits of their work, prepare people for impending changes -and pitch for funding.
-The public, to be assured that funds were being spent wisely, that ethical sensitivities were respected, and to satisfy their curiosity.
The United Kingdom's Bodmer Report of 1985 was a watershed, not just for the UK but other countries. It recommended actions for scientists, for educators, the media, industry, government and the museums, aiming to increase overall awareness of science and technology and the way they pervade modern life. The language, actions and approaches of the Report continue to influence modern discussions internationally:
"Science and technology play a major role in most aspects of our daily lives both at home and at work. Our industry and thus our national prosperity depend on them. Almost all public policy issues have scientific or technological implications. Everybody, therefore, needs some understanding of science, its accomplishments and its limitations" [Royal Society, 1985] .
Changes in technology, in society and employment in the 40 years since the World War 2 came together with Bodmer, and triggered demand for the science explainer, a person who could translate the complexities of science into language for a layperson.
Historical endeavours
The earliest drivers of recorded science communication in Australia were to meet the needs of European settlers on their arrival from 1788. Australia was a harsh country, with poor soil, a difficult climate, strange animals and crops that stubbornly refused to grow in seasonal conditions the reverse of the northern hemisphere.
Orthia documents the new colony's fascination with science in a study of Sydney's mass media and popular culture, revealing an unexpected and unexplored richness particularly of a visual or oral nature [Orthia, 2016] . In retrospect this is hardly surprising, given that every eighteenth and nineteenth century expedition included a person with scientific interests, who documented and charted the land and plant and animal life.
Those traditions of scientific inquiry were extended into urban life in the nineteenth century by the formation of mechanics institutes, 1 botanic gardens, learned societies, museums, public libraries and universities. . . .
By the 1870s it was clear that the programme that had unfolded in these [learned] societies was one largely committed to the collection, description and classification of Australian natural history, phenomena and resources, combined with a discussion of practical matters involved in colonial development. This reflected the mood of the times, which had little patience with abstract theorizing [Home, 1989] .
As Home remarks, it was not an enterprise conducted in "a rarefied and scholarly atmosphere": in 1870, 60% of the membership of the Royal Society of New South Wales had no scientific background or involvement. From the very beginning, the demands of establishing a settlement in an environment often hostile to European approaches to farming and the environment shaped the discourse of science.
Cultural and scientific institutions began to appear 40 or 50 years after white settlement of Australia: in 1821 the Philosophical Society was formed, and the first public museum opened in 1827 (the Australian Museum in Sydney), closely followed by museums in other regions (colonies) of Australia. In 1829 the Van Diemen's Land Scientific Society was one of the early regional societies, preceding the formation of similar societies in other regions:
. . . its chief objects are intended to be the collection of useful information regarding the island and its productions . . . [and] the establishment of what has been called an Economic or Experimental Garden, or the cultivation of a piece of ground set apart for eliciting and discovering the properties and uses to which the vegetable production of the island may be applied, and to ascertain the improvements which may be adopted in their cultivation [Piesse, 1913] . [Moyal, 2014] .
James Bray, writing in the late nineteenth century, described himself as a 'science journalist', perhaps the first to use this term in Australia. He wrote for the Sydney Morning Herald and other antipodean journals:
The season, popularly known as the 'snake season' for 1894-95 has passed away. There is little chance of any person being bitten by a reptile, in a state of nature, for the next five months to come. All our venomous reptiles have already retired, or are about to retire, into their winter quarters [Bray, 1895] .
Bray searched NSW Government records 'for recorded instances of deaths and bites from venomous reptiles", and noted where on the body victims were bitten (most often on the finger); the most dangerous snake (black snake); and popular treatments (strychnine, scarifying, ligature and sucking the wound).
Specialist journals and other organisations emerged. The Australasian Journal of Science was launched in 1938 "to publish news, articles and views on scientific topics of general interest" [Fenner, 2005, p. 2] . It has evolved into the monthly Australasian Science.
The Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS, later joining with New Zealand to become ANZAAS) was inaugurated in 1888 as a meeting place for scientists and the public, with the task "of making science more widely understood, more generously and wisely supported, more directly beneficial to the nation, and more accountable to the public interest" [MacLeod, 1988, p. xi] . ANZAAS conferences rotated through the regional cities of Australia and later New Zealand, attracting large crowds and acting over its first 30 years as the "only national forum for science" in Australia [Fenner, 2005, p. 2] .
ANZAAS was eventually overtaken by time. It had dual purposes: to enable scientists of all disciplines to meet; and to provide a venue for more specialised meetings. But after 109 years, as science splintered and divided into disciplines and sub-disciplines, scientists found less value in general discussions, and preferred specialised meetings. Numbers declined rapidly through the 1980s, from several thousand to the low hundreds, and in December 1997 ANZAAS voted to dissolve itself as a national institution.
Formal studies on topics most closely related to science communication, the history and philosophy of science, began at the University of Sydney (1945) and the University of Melbourne when they established the Department of General Science and Scientific Method in 1946. These universities were among the first in the world to tackle such subjects. Originally offering a series of lectures to science students, they pre-empted many of the questions of subsequent concern to science communication researchers.
Towards the modern era of science communication
The In 1964, the ABC Radio Science Unit was formed at Australia's national public broadcasting organisation with Peter Pockley as founding Head of Science Programs. Robyn Williams joined soon after to broadcast the first Science Show program, which he continues to present today.
The first science centre, the National Science Centre (Questacon) was the brainchild of Australian National University (ANU) physicist Dr Michael Gore, and inspired by Frank Oppenheimer's Exploratorium in San Francisco. It began modestly. " [It] opened on a shoestring budget, and every science organisation in Canberra helped build the displays. Based in an old inner-city infants' school, it grew and began to attract private sponsorship" [Gascoigne and Metcalfe, 1994] .
With tenacity and determination, Gore piloted his home-grown science centre into an institution of national significance. He was aided in this by a bicentennial grant from the Japanese Government which paid for half the cost of a new building in central Canberra. The Australian Government paid the rest, and continues to support the Centre. Questacon aimed to change science museums from "dusty, static, even dead emporia of esoteric mysteries . . .
[they] started to come alive, to involve and question their millions of visitors; they started to explain, entertain and educate" [Sharp, 1984, p. 226] .
The first government national program to fund science communication had a number of causal factors (including an OECD report of 1986) and was hastened by a political imperative. In 1989, just prior to the election and urged by his polymath Science Minister Barry O. Jones, 6 Prime Minister Bob Hawke delivered the Clever Country speech, a campaign address that set out new expectations of science: "No longer content to be just the lucky country, Australia must become the clever country" [Hawke, 1990] . He unveiled spending measures and a new rhetoric for science, and formalised a change in the way science was regarded.
But science continues to be under-represented and under-appreciated by national Parliamentarians. The lack of scientific knowledge is apparent when Parliament discusses science-based issues like water, energy and genetic engineering, and one result has been a long-running and rancorous debate on climate change.
If science is to be embedded in Australian culture, it was considered important that researchers and policy-makers understand the possibilities and limitations of science. The Australian approach is 'Science meets Parliament' (SmP), which brings 150 scientists to Parliament to meet MPs and talk persuasively about science and its benefits. This is an important event, where audience and intent was carefully considered, and messages appropriately honed. 7
In many ways the development of science communication in Australia followed a pattern evident in other countries. There are variations in activities and dates, but the sequence is familiar. An international comparison of national programs of science communication shows a common rationale:
-We want a modern, knowledge-based economy -Only this sort of economy will deliver the satisfying, high-pay, sustainable jobs that will ensure our national prosperity -We believe it would assist us to achieve this sort of economy if we had a population which understands and appreciates science -We need a population which understands health and safety issues, like AIDS -We also want to ensure the next generation of scientists and technologists, and to stimulate students to do science at school and university, particularly in the 'hard' sciences like mathematics, physics and chemistry [Gascoigne and Metcalfe, 2001] The remainder of this paper will look at four stages in the emergence of modern science communication in Australia, and the drivers behind them.
The birth of Australian Science Communicators
In the early 1990s, science communicators were isolated. This is despite earlier attempts to network and motivate science communicators: an association of sorts was formed in about 1987 (with Peter Pockley 8 playing a lead role); and Questacon and the Australian Government 9 convened a national conference of science communicators in 1990.
Every science research organisation, every museum and each of the 37 divisions of CSIRO had at least one science communicator. This term -science communicator -was not yet in popular use and staff worked under a variety of titles and on work ranging from writing and editing, organising events and tours, training and mounting exhibitions, to preparing annual reports for publication.
The impetus to form an association came to a head 1993, when the authors were asked to present a paper at the Public Communication of Science and Technology (PCST) Conference in Montreal. The paper was to be a summary: who was communicating science in Australia, what were they doing, and how much wereCribb (The Australian newspaper) and Ian Anderson (Australasian editor of New Scientist) as president and vice-president.
The major achievement of ASC has been to create a network where none existed before. Individuals isolated within their organisation have discovered colleagues and common interests, which in turn helped the organisation of events such as National Science Week. ASC has a website and an email discussion list. It hosted the PCST conference in 1996 and the World Conference of Science Journalists in 2007, and runs regular national conferences and a newsletter. The participation of Australians in international science communication conferences has increased significantly through the community it has created.
ASC was the first of its type. There were earlier groups for science writers -the American National Association of Science Writers was formed in 1934 and incorporated in 1955, but they did not have the same broad membership base. The ASC model has been applied by both South Africa and New Zealand.
University courses in science communication
A survey in Australia in 1996, shortly after ASC was formed, recorded 16 universities offering or planning to offer courses in science communication.
This initial focus of university science communication courses was on training scientists rather than catering to the newly-emerging profession of 'science communicators', and many of the teachers of science communication had scientific rather than communication qualifications and experience [Metcalfe and Gascoigne, 2012] .
The first universities offering masters courses in science communication were the University of Southern Queensland in 1993, and the ANU in 1996. Emeritus Professor Lesley Warner cast widely in designing the USQ course in 1992:
The idea to offer the courses came from my contacts with Chris Bryant and others at Questacon in the early 1990's and I went to the . . . workshop on media skills that you 10 offered in Rockhampton in August 1992 (I value my attendance certificate most highly). I was looking for niche market courses that could be offered in the external mode, and at the time we thought there was an opportunity going begging. The interest in sc comm was developing and there were no post grad courses in Australia. I also found an interesting initiative that was being offered across Universities in Belfast and Dublin so I met with them as well. Basically though the final format was put together by an interdisciplinary group across the university . . . There was no model to follow. 11
The ANU course had a similar organic birth. Since 1996, when 16 universities offered courses, there has been a consolidation. The 16 universities are now half a dozen and the ANU's CPAS has emerged as the powerhouse. But this is a volatile area and new courses are liable to rise and fall as personnel, funding and vice-chancellors change.
Research in science communication
As science communication courses grew and became concentrated in a handful of universities, interest in communication research at a post-graduate level increased.
Post-graduate research in science communication began in 1996 at the ANU's CPAS, and PhD students have increased from three students to about 30 today. CPAS also offers a Masters by coursework with a small research component, and about 30 students are currently enrolled. Two other universities have had a significant presence in science communication, the University of Queensland and the University of Western Australia. In 2011 they had 10 PhD students and 20 Masters students between them, but the departments offering the courses are relatively small and student numbers have declined recently after the course leaders moved to other institutions.
Publication of articles on science communication was virtually non-existent in Australia before 1990. The reasons were simple: science communication was emerging as a field of study, there were no journals in this new field (although related journals might carry articles), and no culture of publication. Only two Australian articles were found prior to 1990 in a search of 22 journals relevant to science.
One factor which may deflate publication numbers is a division in the field. The beginnings of research in science communication was in departments with names such as 'History and Philosophy of Science', or 'Science and Technology Studies'. Australia had two strands: those training and teaching in 'science communication' and tending to work from a natural sciences background to deal with more mechanical and descriptive topics; and those working on 'science and society' issues working from a social sciences perspective.
But the trend is upwards: out of a total of 73 articles identified in 2011, 23 appeared in the period 1990-1999, and a further 48 since 2000. 16 In the last five years alone, authors attached to CPAS have published 3 books, 18 book chapters and 40 articles. 17 A recent study of the three international journals devoted to science communication found that Australians were placed fourth in producing peer-reviewed papers, behind the USA, UK and Canada [Guenther and Joubert, 2017] .
These boundaries between science communication, and HPS and STS appear to be breaking down. For example, the PhD students at ANU's CPAS are now studying more varied topics than previously:
Topics include everything from mental illness and illicit drugs to climate change and data visualization as well as science and public policy, science communication capacity building and evaluation in multi-national NGOs. . . [there is] also [research into] what makes a science hero, science theatre and performance. . . The change really has been in the sheer volume of work happening, and also in the increased interest in new (particularly social) media [Metcalfe and Gascoigne, 2012] .
Our review of science communication documents other trends in publishing over the last 15 years:
-a more interdisciplinary approach -a greater diversity of topics -a move in the disciplinary background of researchers, away from natural sciences and towards the humanities/social sciences -more research into models of science communication, and engagement [Metcalfe and Gascoigne, 2012] 
Government programs to support science communication
It has been a long-standing aim of Australian governments to capture economic, social and environmental benefits from their investment in scientific research. They want new industries, new jobs, and national wealth. Governments believe that only a science-aware community will support this investment and encourage young people to contemplate careers in science to take advantage of the opportunities it creates.
Governments came to believe science communication might help achieve these policy objectives: informing, changing behaviours and stimulating interest. Science policy for the Australian Labour Party in 1982, for example, included the intention to:
. . . initiate a continuous public information campaign in an attempt to demystify scientific processes, to raise levels of community understanding about S&T so that the Australian people and their political representatives can be directly involved in choosing between options and determining priorities [Bhatal, 1985, p. 6] .
In 1981, the Minister for Science and Technology, David Thomson urged the scientific community to address itself to the general public with a clarity of language and purpose. Similar calls were made by both his predecessors and his successors, culminating in Minister Barry O. Jones famously calling scientists 'wimps' in 1984. The science budget that year was disastrous, and Jones said part of the responsibility should be borne by scientists insufficiently active in the public space and not exerting pressure on his Parliamentary colleagues. 18 But government concerns about science through the 1980s were driven by low investment in R&D by industry, and collapses in the prices of agriculture and mining products. Any government support for science communication was indirect: in 1985 the Government created the Commission for the Future to "stimulate public debate by publishing discussion papers, contributing to TV and radio programs, preparing newspaper and magazine articles and making itself available for direct contact with groups in the community" [Science and Technology Statement 1984 . The Science and Technology Awareness Program (STAP) was Australia's first national science communication program. Created in 1989, STAP had seven staff and a budget of $AU1.7 million. These were modest resources given that its objective was "to increase understanding of the central role which S&T play in Australia's economic and social well being" [Science and Technology Budget Statement 1990 -1999 , 1990 .
The program was based on the premise that:
Society depends more and more on science and technology to supply knowledge and information, to find answers to new and pressing problems and to help maintain the high standard of living we now enjoy. A community which is informed about, and at ease with the subject, is better able to debate and make informed decisions on science and technology issues [Gascoigne and Metcalfe, 1994 ].
STAP's five target groups were young people and their teachers; women; industry and business leaders; scientists, and journalists. It funded about 40 special projects including briefing forums for the media, an annual register of science communicators, 20 and co-hosting the first national conference for science communicators in August 1990.
But the Government was not satisfied with the results produced by STAP over its 11-year life and its successor programs. If we are serious about giving people a real voice in how we run this high-tech world of ours, we have to be serious about science communication [Carr, 2010] .
The Government had lofty aims:
. . . we must communicate and engage the wider community in science. Australia aspires to an innovative society with a technologically skilled workforce, a scientifically literate community and well informed decision makers. The 'Inspiring Australia' strategy aims to build a strong, open relationship between science and society, underpinned by effective communication of science and its uses [Inspiring Australia, 2010, p. xiii] .
The Inspiring Australia strategy included 15 recommendations and one (Recommendation 15) advocates a program of research in science engagement to fill an obvious gap. Specifically, the recommendation called for research such as: "baseline and longitudinal, attitudinal and behavioural studies, activity audits, program evaluations and impact assessments" [Inspiring Australia, 2010, p. xiii] .
Inspiring Australia has introduced new approaches: a long-overdue recognition that the humanities and social sciences play a part in science discussions, and greater coordination of national and regional efforts. It established six working groups to examine specific issues: the working group on 'Science and the Media', for instance, produced a 60-page report with 26 recommendations.
The program is a work in progress. It aims to bring a new energy to the sector, and innovative programs are targeting priority groups (youth, industry, women). But the objectives set out in the original strategy are not easy to measure and it is not clear what progress has been made. Changing cultural attitudes is challenging, and limited funding combined with uncertain tools for assessing the value of different activities present significant difficulties.
If science is to be embedded in Australian culture, it was considered important that government policy-makers understand the possibilities and limitations of science. One of the influences on national government in Australia is the 'Science meets Parliament' approach. This initiative, which the Federation of Australian Scientific and Technological Societies (now Science and Technology Australia) began in 1999, brings about 150 scientists to the national Parliament to meet MPs and talk persuasively about science and its benefits. 21 This is an important event, where audience and intent are carefully considered, and messages appropriately honed. 22
21 Details of the current program are at https://scienceandtechnologyaustralia.org.au/what-we-do/science-meets-parliament/, Downloaded 10 May 2017. 22 For a description of the event, see: Gascoigne [2007] .
Conclusion and challenges
The The emergence of modern science communication progressed in four distinct steps. It began with post-war recognition that the driver of economic growth would be the application of science, and only a community sympathetic and informed about science could benefit.
The second step was the creation of new jobs in science communication in research organisations and public institutions. The third was the provision of training for this new cohort; and the final step was conducting research to build an evidence-base to guide communicators to the most effective practices.
Today there is a rich diversity of science communicators in Australia, including those working for research organisations like CSIRO, in state government science departments, for industry and those working in private consultancy businesses. In the last decade we have seen science communication put more emphasis on the need to 'engage' the public. This largely reflects the fact that science, especially climate change, nanotechnology, genetically-modified food and stem cell research, has become more controversial.
Science communication and the context in which it operates is changing at bewildering speed. The world is moving to an 'alternative facts' and 'post-truth' era, where factual accuracy in news is almost optional. This is bad news for science and the work of science communicators, and the challenges are mounting.
Challenge 1. Where people get their information. Twenty years ago people sourced information from radio, television and newspapers. The formats were highly regularised: radio stories on the hour; evening TV bulletins, and the morning newspaper. Journalistic ethics and a sense of responsibility meant most news could be trusted. The quality of news is questionable: Facebook takes no responsibility for what appears on its platform and has no tools for controlling misuse, and thus plays a role in spreading misinformation and 'fake news'.
Challenge 2. Lack of respect for science. The rancorous debate on climate change has divided the Australian community for a decade, and the credibility of science is collateral damage. Science is openly questioned by conservative partisan commentators and self-interested parties. The internet has fuelled issues like the
